Palliative Care in Emergency Medicine. What Are We Missing?
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Abstract
Patients present to the emergency department with critical and complex medical conditions that require a broad scope of medicine to achieve patient outcomes. Emergency medicine physicians are recognizing the importance and positive outcomes that arise when palliative care teams are consulted in the emergency room. Today, medical schools, residency programs, and emergency departments are requiring palliative care curriculum apart of their education. However, there continues to be a gap in early initiation of palliative care in emergency medicine. Nurse practitioners are becoming pivotal in the emergency department, and patients are considering them key providers in their medical journey. The role of an advanced practice nurse in the emergency room may be optimal for the early onset of palliative care consultation. This manuscript examines current knowledge that explores the background of palliative care, the current practice in the emergency department, the positive outcomes and gaps that still exist today, and the increasing role of an advanced practice nurse in the emergency room and their impact on palliative care initiation.
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1. Case Study
Mr. Smith, a 75-year-old man, has been admitted multiple times to the critical care unit because of his recurring COPD and heart failure exacerbations. Mr. Smith suffers from respiratory failure secondary to heart failure and has been in and out of the hospital for the past 6 months, requiring aggressive management
and treatments during each admission. He remains a full code, and his wife continues to tell the physicians he “wants everything done”. With life threatening diseases such as progressive COPD and heart failure, at some point, these diseases will lead to life support or death. If Mr. Smith does recover, what will that look like? What will his quality of life be? As Mr. Smith continued aggressive care in the ICU, one of the critical care nurses caring for him suggested a palliative care consultation. The palliative care team was finally consulted and was able to meet with the patient and his wife to learn about the couple’s values, beliefs, and goals of care. The palliative care team also assessed their perceptions and ability to handle sensitive information. For example, Mr. Smith expressed his tiredness of fighting his diseases and wanting to go home and rest. On the other hand, Mrs. Smith expressed her concern: if her husband died, she wouldn’t know how to live her life alone without her husband. Although the end of this case study is unknown, palliative care teams serve as another multidisciplinary aspect of care for patients. Patients’ decisions after palliative care consultations are not predictable, but there is evidence that indicates palliative care teams help patients maximize their quality of life, improve their pain, and in some instances help patients live longer [1].

2. Introduction

As the population ages, many patients will present to the ED with serious and complex medical conditions that require a broad scope of medicine to achieve patient outcomes [2]. The ED is where most patients seek urgent care for acute, chronic, and malignant diseases. ED providers are trained to provide acute management and treatment plans aimed at preserving patients’ lives. Until recently, there has been a shift in education for acute aggressive interventions to patient-goal assessment among emergency medicine providers [2]. This large movement has focused on educating emergency providers on end of life care and consulting palliative care (PC) teams in the emergency room (ER). Although there have been benefits for consulting PC teams in the ED, there still remains a lack of consensus among emergency staff in regard to this topic. The ED is a fast-paced environment where providers are trained to implement aggressive and acute treatments to patients that enter the ER. Emergency physicians may be focused on lifesaving treatments for the patients and disposition to appropriate units, not considering the need for a palliative care consultation (PCC). With the appropriate timing, education, palliative care models, and the uprising role of a Nurse Practitioner (NP), recent studies demonstrated the positive outcomes of PC in the ED, such as improved patient outcomes, family and patient communication, and reduction in hospital costs and patient’s length of stay [2].

3. Definition of Palliative Care

PC was once defined as “the relief of symptoms including pain that interferes with the quality of life” [2]. Now according to World Health Organization, PC is
defined as “an approach that improves the quality of life of patients and their families facing the problems associated with life-threatening illness, through the prevention and relief of suffering by means of early identification and impeccable assessment and treatment of pain and other problems, physical, psychosocial, and spiritual” [3]. What providers, along with patients and family members fail to realize is that PC aims to relieve suffering in all stages of diseases and is not limited to end of life care [2].

4. Palliative Care Services

PC teams provide many services to patients and their families. For one, PC teams work closely with patients and family members to establish goals of care during a hospitalization. This includes informing patients and family members on all care plans and appropriate and beneficial medical care [3]. Psychosocial, spiritual, and bereavement support are also key components in PC [3]. When patients are seriously ill, family members face major challenges in sorting out and understanding the medical plan for their loved ones. Nonetheless, PC teams assist families in understanding and regaining control over the patient’s care and also receiving further care in the most appropriate setting with the most appropriate needs and resources [3]. PC services utilize a team of experts to achieve the best quality of life for patients including their physical, psychological, social, and spiritual aspects [4].

5. Qualifications for a Palliative Care Consult

Emergency providers have a hard time determining which patients qualify for a palliative care consult (PCC) while working in a high pace environment. With that said, there have been multiple criteria that have developed over the years to help providers sort out patients that qualify for a PCC and patients that do not. The National Comprehensive Cancer Network released guidelines on PC which included screening patients with: uncontrolled symptoms, moderate to severe distress related to their diagnosis and treatment, serious comorbidities, and life expectancy less than or equal to six months [3]. Other proposed criteria include: spiritual or existential crisis, delirium, spinal cord compressions, brain injuries, or advanced cancer [3].

6. Palliative Care in the Emergency Department

ED physicians often believe the ER is not an ideal environment to deliver PC services, however, the ED presents a key decision point at which providers set the course for a patient’s subsequent trajectory and goals of care [4]. The goal of emergency medicine is to provide initial and definitive treatment to all patients. However, what happens if patients present with advanced malignancies or chronic, life threatening illnesses that require complex management? Chronic diseases are now the leading causes of death, and there continues to be a high number of physical, psychosocial, spiritual, and financial suffering associated
with serious and complex illnesses [4]. Nonetheless, movement in educating emergency providers, hospitalists, and intensivists from acute aggressive interventions to patient-goal assessment continues [2]. This movement in emergency care will reduce the burdensome of patients’ symptoms, while also improving the quality of life in patients [5]. More recently there has been an initiation of pilot programs to deliver ED-based PCC. The PC programs have been initiated by the PC team, emergency physicians, or PC champions in the ED. “Some programs have focused on the provision of hospice services through partnerships with hospice providers, which can potentially help ED providers with disposition” [4]. These programs have also allowed a number of emergency physicians to be certified in both disciplines, emergency medicine and PC, in which they have the opportunity to act as champions in the ED [4].

7. Current Outcomes

Initiating PC in the ED may lead to positive outcomes such as patient and family satisfaction, reduction in length of stay, and lessening hospital costs. Salins, Deodhar, and Muckaden (2016) analyzed a review of literature that looked at determining factors influencing family satisfaction with PC teams. Findings indicated a positive influence when communication, family support, and end of life care support was provided to patients and their families from healthcare providers [6]. In addition, three different studies examined the effects of proactive PCC on length of stay for high-risk patients in an ICU. The study conducted by Norton et al. (2007) demonstrated an association with significantly shorter ICU length of stays in high risk groups without any significant differences in mortality rates or discharge disposition when PC was initiated early [7]. The second study looked at the outcomes after PCC were initiated early. With early initiation of PCC, a trend displayed PC consultations reduced length of stay and costs without impacting a patient’s mortality [8]. Lastly, Khandelwal et al. (2016) discovered 26% relative risk reduction in length of stay with PC interventions [9]. Although these studies took place in the ICU, the findings are important for emergency medicine because it presents a trend that initiation of PC leads to better patient outcomes. A study in New York examined medical data to determine the effect on hospital costs of PC team consultations for patients enrolled in Medicaid at four different hospitals [10]. Results displayed a consistent decrease of around $6900 in hospital costs during a given admission when patients received a PCC early on in their hospitalization [10]. Moreover, inpatient PCC programs have also shown to save hospital money and provide clear patterns of cost saving money [11]. Future research is needed to expand the scope of economic evaluation on this field, specifically focusing in on emergency medicine and to further understand the role of PC enhancing value in health care [11].

8. Gap of Knowledge

Despite clear established benefits of PC in the ED, PC continues to be imple-
mented late in a patient’s illness [1]. One of the gaps stems from the lack of PCC in the outpatient settings. “Large gaps in the delivery of PC services exist in the outpatient setting, where there is a failure to address goals of care and to plan for and treat predictable crises” [4]. Another gap is the misconception of PC solely for patients near death. A study by Smith et al. (2009) examined provider perspectives on improving PC in the ED. The findings revealed that providers equate PC with end of life care [12]. Providers also disagreed about the feasibility and desirability of providing PC in the ED. Participants agreed that there was a lack of communication between outpatient and ED providers, leading to undesirable outcomes [12]. Another barrier noted from emergency physicians is the difficulty introducing PC to patients and family members that come from different cultures, speak different languages, and have various religious beliefs [1]. Fassier et al. (2016) qualitatively explored the physicians’ perceptions of and attitudes toward triage and end of life decisions for elderly critically ill patients in the ED. Results included common themes like negative and positive stereotypes and biases based on one’s physiologic age, which influenced the physicians’ decision making in resuscitate/do not resuscitate situations [13]. The last study on physicians’ perceptions on PC services found common themes. Although providers acknowledged the benefits of PC presence in the ED, they believed the concerns about medicolegal issues impaired their ability to forgo treatments where risks outweigh benefits [14]. The participants also felt that it was ultimately the primary physician’s responsibility to address goals of care, as the ED culture stabilizes patients that present with acute medical emergencies [14]. Lastly, critical care literature reported ineffective communication between ED and ICU physicians as one of the most significant barriers for initiating PCC [15]. According to Fassier et al. (2016) emergency physicians tend to trigger ICU admissions and impose disproportionate intensive care on dying patients, beyond individual end of life preferences. This leaves ICU physicians with the need to also perform aggressive care on patients, without even addressing the patient’s wants and needs.

9. Recommendations

Initiation of PC plays a big role in emergency medicine as patients are being admitted to the ER with more complex diseases, requiring much more than acute stabilization [2]. Future research and collaboration within the ER needs to be a priority to set standards, education, and further models to help emergency physicians. Recent focus on PC has led medical schools worldwide to grow their PC curricula [16]. They suggested integrating developmentally appropriate, basic PC competencies into each year of the medical school curriculum to avoid both neglect of the topic and educational overload [16]. The Liaison Committee for Medical Education in the United States also required all medical schools to include education in PC and end-of-life care. The Medical School Objectives Project identified “knowledge of the major ethical dilemmas in medicine, particularly those that arise at the beginning and end of life” and “knowledge about
relieving pain and ameliorating the suffering of patients” as outcomes that all medical students should have achieved by graduation” [17]. Goldonowicz, Runyon, and Bullard (2018) designed and implemented a simulation program for their third year ED residency program, in which residents participated in simulation sessions that highlighted complex patient cases with PC focus. A 45 min debriefing session took place after the simulation, and all participants completed an anonymous pre and post education intervention survey [18]. After the intervention, there was an overall confidence in implementing PC skills and perceived importance of PC in the ER setting [18]. Residents felt that emergency medicine providers play an important role in PC and felt that simulation was an effective means to learn PC [18]. While establishing set curriculums in medical school on PC has received some recognition, future studies are still needed to improve the long-term outcomes on collaborating with institutions, assessing higher level of outcomes, skills, and behaviors towards PC in the ED setting [16].

10. Discussion and Nursing Role

“The emergency department offers a promising setting to connect admitted patients with PC early on in their hospitalizations” [19]. While ER physicians are recognizing the importance and positive outcomes that arise from early initiation of PC, the questions of when and who will initiate it still remains. Kistler et al. (2015) revealed that 51% of admitted patients receiving PCC at a medical center were admitted through the ER, but only 6% of consultations were initiated by an emergency physician [19]. The rising role of a NP could be that key figure for early initiation in the ER. Advanced practicing nurses play a critical role in healthcare especially in the hospital setting. According to the American Association of Nurse Practitioners (2018), “NPs are quickly becoming the health partner of choice for millions of Americans. As clinicians that blend clinical expertise in diagnosing and treating health conditions with an added emphasis on disease prevention and health management, NPs bring a comprehensive perspective and personal touch to health care” [20]. A study conducted by Laurant et al. (2008) looked at patients’ preference on healthcare providers. The majority of patients were satisfied with both NPs and physicians; however, patients were more satisfied by the NP in regard to certain aspects of care including support, comfort, and patient goals for both them and their relatives [21]. The study also found that NPs spent an average of 24 minutes per consultation which was two to three times longer than general practitioners [21]. NP programs are also starting to include PC into their curriculum and believe it is essential for their nursing practice [22]. NPs have a foundation of providing communication and care towards their patients and their families because of their holistic approach. Having that foundation and experience sets them up for impacting the world of PC. With the start of adding PC curriculum into advanced practice nurse programs, and the role NPs now have in healthcare, this may be the start of solving the lack of PC initiation that occurs in emergency medicine. With the presence
of the NP continuing to rise in healthcare, we may start to see a rise in early initiation of PC during a patient’s hospitalization course.

11. Conclusion

Current knowledge reveals the positive outcomes of early initiation of palliative care such as ensuring patient’s quality of life is met, improving education and communication among family members, decreasing length of stay, and improving hospital costs. However, there continues to be a lack of early PC in the ED which may lead to poor patient outcomes. Previous findings indicated that providers continue to have a difficult time implementing palliative care into emergency medicine. Though new medical programs are providing training in PC, the case for an advanced practice nurse is strong as patients may even prefer NPs as they spend more time with patients and receive PC training during their schooling. Future research should examine the role of an NP in providing PC in the ED as evidence supports the need to benefit both the hospital and patients. Future research and collaboration with NPs within the ER also need to be a priority to set standards, education, and further models to help emergency physicians implement palliative care into their practice.
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